
RT640 / FT640

Please read this user manual before you use this product.

If you request unnecessary services, you may waste money. 

Thus, fix simple troubles by yourself which you have found.
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•The temperature inside refrigerator depends on the frequency of door opening and closing, volume of food stored and  
the circumstance under which the product is installed.

•Set the temperature control at warm if food in the refrigerator is a little.
•After a power outage or after the power cord is reconnected, the temperature previously selected will automatically be  
displayed. 

•Don’t cool or freeze water or meat stock in the product as it may change other sorts of food in it. Use a refrigerator 
for meat stock to cool or freeze it.

•In the case that the surrounding temperature of the product is below 10℃, food in refrigerator may be frozen.
•Set the temperature control according to the conditions of the surrounding temperature.
•Don’t touch the vessels or food in refrigerator with a wet hand.   
Your hands may be frost-bitten.

•Don’t keep drugs, academic materials, herbal tonics (liquor made from deer antler) or medicinal herbs in the 
product. - The company will not be responsible for spoiled drugs, academic materials, herbal tonics or medicinal herbs. 
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Temperature Settings

● If you need to change temperature inside of refrigerator or freezer, then push

either      button or       button.

● The number shown on control panel when you push either     button or    button

once is current temperature setting.

● When you find current temperature setting, then push either     button or

button till you find the temperature you want to set.

● When you finish the temperature setting, the number on the control pane will

come back to real temperature inside.

● Refrigerator : +7℃ ~ -3℃

● Freezer : -3℃ ~ -24℃
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